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470 M. Brokate et. al.The seond stage of investigation is often onneted with analysis of the inueneof possibly ompliated, and sometimes not really well known, perturbations on thesolution x0(�). These perturbations an be of deterministi or of stohasti nature.Here, we are interested mainly in hysteresis perturbations whih are important in many�elds, suh as physis, ontrol theory, eology (e.g., water transport in porous media)and many others (see, for example, [4, 9℄).The theory of funtional-di�erential equations with hysteresis nonlinearities onsti-tutes a new hapter of applied nonlinear funtional analysis. In our ase a di�erential-operator perturbation of equation (1.1) an be written, for t � t0; in the formx0 = f(t; x) + "g(x; z(t)); (1:2)z(t) = (�[t0; z(t0)℄Lx) (t): (1:3)Here z takes values z(t) in some subset Z of some Banah spae, L : IRd ! IRmis a linear mapping, and �[t0; z0℄ is an operator with initial memory, z0 2 Z, whihtransforms funtions u : [t0;1) ! IRm to funtions z : [t0;1) ! Z. As usual, thenotation (�[t0; z0℄u)(t) refers to the value of the funtion z = �[t0; z0℄u at the time t.We suppose that the operators �[t0; z0℄ an be understood as desribing an autonomousontrol dynamial system �. That is, the family of operators �[t0; z0℄ satis�es theVolterra propertyu(s) � v(s) (s 2 [t0; t℄) =) (�[t0; z0℄u)(t) = (�[t0; z0℄v)(t) ; (1:4)the semi-group property��[t1; (�[t0; z0℄u) (t1)℄v�(t2) = (�[t0; z0℄u) (t2) (v = uj[t1;1)); (1:5)and is autonomous, that is,(�[t0; z0℄u) (t) = (�[t1; z0℄v) (t� t0 + t1) (t � t0) ; (1:6)where v(t) = u(t� t1+ t0) (t � t1). Moreover, we assume ertain ontinuity onditionsto hold, to be formulated in detail below, whih ensure among other things that system(1.2), (1.3) is well-posed (see Corollary 3.2 below). These onditions do hold for thehysteresis nonlinearities whih we have in mind; beause on the other hand they do notontain expliitly speial features of hysteresis like rate independene, they appear tobe more general. However, we here do not pursue the question whether there are otherinteresting nonlinearities besides hysteresis ones to whih our results apply.We ask whether almost-periodi solutions of system (1.2), (1.3) exist for small "and whether they are asymptotially stable, provided that suh solutions exist for theunperturbed equation (1.1). The main result, Theorem 2.1 at the end of the nextsetion, asserts that the answer to this question is `yes', provided that some naturaltehnial onditions hold. In a general sense, these onditions are summarized in thefollowing two main points:



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 471(i) A spei� ontration property of the hysteresis nonlinearity (De�nition 2.2below), whih hold for many lassial hysteresis systems.(ii) A ertain stability property of the solution of the unperturbed equation (De�-nition 2.4), whih ombines essential features of the exponential stability in thesense of Lyapunov and the so-alled bounded input, bounded output propertyfrom ontrol theory.In order to prove the results of existene and asymptoti stability, we extend thetehniques of [3℄, where we have already onsidered the ase when f is periodi in t.2. The main resultAt the end of this setion, in Subsetion 2.5, we formulate the main theorem of thispaper. For this purpose, we ollet the neessary de�nitions and introdue the funtionalsetting. These are similar to those presented in [3℄ but nevertheless will be stated infull. We partition the ow of de�nitions into four bloks labelled as Subsetions 2.1 -2.4.2.1 Almost-periodi funtions. In this �rst blok we reall some fats from thetheory of almost-periodi funtions in a form whih is onvenient for our use. Weonsider funtions x : IR! IRdz : IR! Z ) (2:1)where Z is a bounded and losed subset of some Banah spae Z0 equipped with a normk � kZ . We set Y = IRd � ZY0 = IRd � Z0) (2:2)and furnish Y0 with the produt normkykY = jxj+ kzkZ (y = (x; z) 2 IRd � Z0) :Let y : IR ! Y be ontinuous. The number h 2 IR is alled an "-almost period of y," > 0, if supt2IR ky(t+ h)� y(t)kY � " :A set H � IR is alled relatively dense, if there exists an l > 0, alled an inlusionlength for H, suh that every interval of length l inludes at least one element of H.The funtion y is alled almost-periodi, if for all " > 0; the set H(") of all "-almostperiods of y is relatively dense. An elementary lemma asserts thatl(") = inf �l : l is an inlusion length for H(")	is an inlusion length (and thus, the smallest) for H("). We introdue the translationor shift operator �h, whih ats on funtions u de�ned on IR, by(�hu)(t) = u(t� h) :



472 M. Brokate et. al.The elebrated Bohner riterion states (see [1: p. 8f℄ or [2: p. 10℄) that a ontinuousfuntion y : IR! Y0 is almost-periodi if and only if the set f�hygh2IR of all translates ofy is a relatively ompat subset of the spae of ontinuous bounded Y0-valued funtionswith respet to the maximum norm; or, equivalently, if and only if every sequenehn 2 IR possesses a subsequene �i = hni suh that ��iy is uniformly onvergent.Another fundamental theorem { whih we will not use { states that y is almost-periodiif and only if it an be represented as the uniform limit of trigonometri polynomials(see [1: p. 14�℄ or [2: p. 29℄).2.2 Solution of the perturbed system. Given an almost-periodi solution x0 : IR!IRd of the unperturbed system x0 = f(t; x) ; (2:3)we seek an almost-periodi solution y" = (x"; z") of the perturbed system, L : IRd ! IRmbeing a linear operator, x0 = f(t; x) + "g(x; z(t)) (2:4)z(t) = (�[t0; z(t0)℄Lx) (t) (2:5)in the funtion spaesx" 2WIR;d = nx : IR! IRd���x absolutely ontinuous on every ompat intervalo ;z" 2 CIR;Z = �z : IR! Z�� z ontinuous	 :We also require restritions Wt;d = fxj[t;1) : x 2WIR;dgCt;Z = fzj[t;1) : z 2 CIR;Zg ) :We onsider a family of operators�[t0; z0℄ : Wt0;m ! Ct0;Z (t0 2 IR; z0 2 Z):De�nition 2.1 (Notion of Solution). We say that y = (x; z) 2 WIR;d � CIR;Z is asolution of (2.4) - (2.5), if (2.4) holds for almost all t 2 IR and if, for every t0 2 IR, (2.5)holds for all t � t0, where the restrition to Wt0;m of Lx 2 WIR;m is again denoted byLx.2.3 Normal hysteresis nonlinearities. Besides the Volterra property (1.4), we re-quire the semigroup property whih an be written as���t0 + h; (�[t0; z0℄u)(t0 + h)�v�(t) = (�[t0; z0℄u)(t) (t � t0 + h) (2:6)



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 473for every h � 0 and u 2 Wt0;m, where v = uj[t0+h;1). Property (1.6) of being au-tonomous beomes, in terms of the shift operator �h whih maps Wt0;m to Wt0+h;m andCt0;Z to Ct0+h;Z , �h Æ �[t0; z0℄ = �[t0 + h; z0℄ Æ �h (h 2 IR): (2:7)Moreover, we assume that � satis�es the following two onditions whih we state withoutfurther explanation and we refer to [3℄ for a disussion.(N1) There exists a onstant u > 0 suh that for every t0 2 IR, z0 2 Z, everyt � s � t0 and every u; v 2Wt0;m the inequality(�[t0; z0℄u) (s)� (�[t0; z0℄v) (s)Z � uku� vkt0;tholds, where kukt0;t = ju(t0)j+ Z tt0 ju0(s)j ds :(N2) There exists a threshold � > 0 and a ontinuous and bounded funtion q :IR+ ! IR+ with q(�) < 1 for � > � suh that(�[t0; z0℄u) (t)� (�[t0; z1℄u) (t)Z � q(ost0;tu) kz0 � z1kZ (2:8)holds for all t � t0, all z0; z1 2 Z and all u 2Wt0;m. Here,ost0;tu = supt0��;��t ju(�)� u(�)j = supt0���tu(�)� inft0���tu(�) :The following de�nition summarizes the requirements onerning �.De�nition 2.2 (Normal Family). The family �[t0; z0℄ is alled normal with thresh-old � > 0 if it is autonomous (2.7), satis�es the Volterra property (1.4), the semigroupproperty (2.6) as well as properties (N1) and (N2), the latter with this value of �.Informally speaking, property (N1) desribes rather weak orretness of � withrespet to perturbations of the input u, whereas property (N2) desribes rather strongorretness with respet to perturbation of the initial internal state z0. In partiular,there should be exponential onvergene of the internal states z for any input u = u(t)of osillation greater than h. In [3℄ we have proved that some important hysteresisnonlinearities suh as the von Mises yield riterion generate normal families.2.4 Stability properties. We now disuss again the unperturbed system (2.3). Letf : IR� IRd ! IRd be uniformly ontinuous in (t; x) and Lipshitz ontinuous in x. Thenthe initial value problem x0 = f(t; x)x(t0) = x0 )



474 M. Brokate et. al.has a unique solution x = x(t; t0; x0) for any given t0 2 IR and x0 2 IRd, whih moreoverdepends ontinuously on (t0; x0). Let x0 : IR ! IRd be any solution of (2.3), let � > 0.We say that the solution x0 is �-uniformly stable (f. [7: p. 103/De�nition 1.1℄) iflim�!1 supt�t0>� supt02IRjx0�x0(t0)j<� jx(t; t0; x0)� x0(t)j = 0 :We introdue a similar onept onerning the perturbed systemx0 = f(t; x) + "g(x; z(t)) (2:9)z(t) = (�[t0; z(t0)℄Lx) (t): (2:10)Reall that (2.9) - (2.10) is said to be well posed , if the orresponding initial valueproblems with initial onditions x(t0) = x0z(t0) = z0 ) (2:11)have a unique solutiony(t) = (x(t); z(t)) = �x"(t; t0; x0; z0); z"(t; t0; x0; z0)� (t � t0)for every t0 2 IR, x0 2 IRd and z0 2 Z, whih moreover depends ontinuously on(t0; x0; z0).Let y = (x; z) : IR+ ! IRd �Z be a solution of the well posed system (2.9) - (2.10),and let � > 0.De�nition 2.3 (Uniform Stability of a Hysteresis System). We say that y is �-uniformly stable if lim�!1 supt�t0>� supt02IR;z02Zjx0�x(t0)j<� jx"(t; t0; x0; z0)� x(t)j = 0lim�!1 supt�t0>� supt02IR;z02Zjx0�x(t0)j<� kz"(t; t0; x0; z0)� z(t)kZ = 0:9>>=>>;Note that this stability is global with respet to the unknown initial state z0 2 Z ofthe perturbation. Moreover, we say that y = (x; z) is globally asymptotially stable, if itis �-uniformly stable for eah � > 0.2.5 The main theorem. Let x0 : IR ! IRd be a solution of the unperturbed system(2.3). We de�ne a notion of stability of x0 related to the perturbed systemx0 = f(t; x) + �(t)x(t0) = x0 )
whose unique solution we denote by x(t; t0; x0; �(�)), and where � : IR! IRd representssome general ontinuous perturbation.



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 475De�nition 2.4 (Convergene Property). The funtion f is alled onvergent nearx0, if there exist positive numbers ", Æ, , q, T and a bounded funtion � : IR+ !IR+ with �(T ) � q < 1 for all T � T suh that, for all t0 2 IR, the onditionsjx0 � x0(t0)j; jy0 � x0(t0)j < Æ and j�(t)j; j�(t)j � " (t � t0)imply that for all t � t0��x(t; t0; x0; �(�))� x(t; t0; y0; �(�))�� � �(t� t0)jx0 � y0j+  maxt0�s�t j�(s)� �(s)j :This property ombines essential features of the exponential stability in the senseof Lyapunov and the BIBO (bounded input - bounded output) stability in ontroltheory (see, for instane, [11: p. 583℄). It an be extrated from various other stabilityproperties (see Setion 4 below).Note that if f is onvergent near x0, then��x(t0 + nT; t0; x0)� x0(t0 + nT)�� � qn jx0 � x0(t0)j � qn Æif jx0 � x0(t0)j < Æ, therefore x0 is �-uniformly stable for � � Æ.We also need to impose some growth ondition on the perturbation. If f is globallyLipshitz ontinuous, by virtue of Gronwall's inequality the estimatejx(t; t0; x0)j � 0e1(t�t0)(1 + jx0j)holds for the solution of the unperturbed problem with some onstants 0; 1. In orderto obtain a orresponding estimate for the perturbed problem uniformly with respetto z0, we want the growth ondition(G) (��g�x(t); (�[t0; z0℄Lx) (t)��� � agjx(t)j+ bgfor all x 2Wt0;m ; (t0; z0) 2 IR� Z ; t � t0to be satis�ed for some onstants ag; bg > 0. Again we refer to [3℄ for an expliitstatement of some suÆient onditions for this growth ondition to hold.We now formulate the main theorem.Theorem 1. Suppose that x0 is an almost-periodi solution of system (1.1) wheref is uniformly ontinuous in (t; x), satis�es a global Lipshitz ondition in x and isonvergent near x0. Let g satisfy a global Lipshitz ondition in x and z. Let � be anormal family with the threshold � > 0, assume thatos�1;1(Lx0) > � ; (2:12)and let, �nally, the growth ondition (G) be satis�ed. Then there exists "0 > 0 and� > 0 suh that, for every 0 < " < "0, the perturbed system (1.2) - (1.3) has a uniquealmost-periodi solution y" = (x"; z") satisfying jx"(t) � x0(t)j < � for all t 2 IR; thissolution is �-uniformly stable and enjoys the propertylim"!0 supt2IR jx0(t)� x"(t)j = 0: (2:13)The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Setion 3.Indeed, a slightly stronger statement onerning uniqueness holds, as it is proved inLemma 3.7 below: Every almost-periodi solution ~y" = (~x"; ~z") of the perturbed systemwhih is not identially equal to y" must satisfyinft2IR jx0(t)� ~x"(t)j � � : (2:14)



476 M. Brokate et. al.3. Proof of the main theoremThroughout this setion, we suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, and wefreely use the de�nitions and notations from the previous setion.3.1 Preliminary results. We begin with some preliminary results. We omit theirproofs, sine those are ompletely analogous to the ones given in the development fromLemma 2.1 to Corollary 2.3 in [3℄.Lemma 3.1. For every " � 0, system (1.2) - (1.3) together with the initial ondi-tions (2.11) has a unique solutiony" = (x"; z") = �x"(t; t0; x0; z0); z"(t; t0; x0; z0)� (t � t0):Note that the Volterra property of � is needed in the proof of Lemma 3.1.Lemma 3.2. There exists a ontinuous funtion  : IR+ ! IR+ suh that theestimates���� ddt (x"(t; t0; x0; z0)� x"(t; t0; x1; z1))���� � (t� t0)�jx0 � x1j+ "kz0 � z1kZ����� ddt (x"(t; t0; x0; z0)� x(t; t0; x1))���� � (t� t0)�jx0 � x1j+ "(1 + jx1j)� 9>>=>>;hold for all " � 0, t � t0, x0; x1 2 IRd and z0; z1 2 Z.Corollary 3.2. There exist ontinuous funtions x; z; w : IR+ ! IR+ with��x"(t; t0; x0; z0)� x"(t; t0; x1; z1)�� � x(t� t0)�jx0 � x1j+ "kz0 � z1kZ�z"(t; t0; x0; z0)� z"(t; t0; x1; z1)Z � z(t� t0)�jx0 � x1j+ kz0 � z1kZ�x"(�; t0; x0; z0)� x"(�; t0; x1; z1)t0;t � w(t� t0)�jx0 � x1j+ "kz0 � z1kZ�x"(�; t0; x0; z0)� x(�; t0; x1)t0;t � w(t� t0)�jx0 � x1j+ "(1 + jx1j)�:Note that there is no " in the rightmost term of the seond inequality in the orollaryabove.Corollary 3.2. System (1.2) - (1.3) is well posed.3.2 The ontration property of the transition mapping. For a given funtion' : IR� IRd ! IRd, we onsider the initial value problemsx0 = '(t; x) + "g(x; z(t))x(t0) = x0 ) and z(t) = (�[t0; z(t0)℄Lx)(t)z(t0) = z0 ) :From its solution y" = (x"; z") we de�ne the transition mapping S';"t0;t : Y ! Y byS';"t0;t(x0; z0) = y"(t; t0; x0; z0) = �x"(t; t0; x0; z0); z"(t; t0; x0; z0)�:We onsider the Æ-neighbourhood of the given almost-periodi solution x0 of the unper-turbed system, B(Æ; t) = �� 2 IRd : j� � x0(t)j < Æ	 (Æ > 0; t 2 IR):We will prove that Sf;"t0;t0+T is a ontration for suÆiently large T .



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 477Lemma 3.3. There exists a T� > 0 suh that for all T � T� we have�0 := inft2IR ost;t+T (Lx0) > � :Proof. Fix t1; t2 2 IR with jLx0(t1)� Lx0(t2)j = � + 4� for some � > 0. SetT� = 2maxfl(�); jt1 � t2jg :Then for every t 2 IR and T � T� , we �nd an �-almost period � 2 I1 \ I2 whereIj = [t � tj ; t + T � tj ℄ (j = 1; 2). Thus, tj + � 2 [t; t + T ℄ and �0 � jLx0(t1 + �) �Lx0(t2 + �)j � � + 2�From the properties of the funtion q appearing in (2.8) it now follows thatq� := supt02IRT�T� q�ost0;t0+T (Lx0)� < 1 : (3:1)Proposition 3.1. There exists T� > 0 suh that for every T � T� and every q� > 0with maxfq; q�g < q� < 1 (3:2)there exist Æ� > 0; "� > 0 and a metri d� on IRd � Z suh that for every 0 < " < "�and every t0 2 IR the transition mapping ats asSf;"t0;t0+T : B(Æ�; t0)� Z ! B(Æ�; t0 + T )� Zand is a q�-ontration with respet to d�. Moreover,��x"(t0 + T ; t0; x0; z0)� x0(t0 + T )�� � q�jx0 � x0(t0)j+ C�" (3:3)holds with some onstant C� independent from "; t0; x0; z0.Proof. Let Æ be the onstant appearing in De�nition 2.4. We onsider the per-turbed solution y"(t) = (x"(t); z"(t)) = Sf;"t0;t(x0; z0) and de�neM"(T ) = supnjx"(t)j : t0 2 IR; z0 2 Z; t 2 [t0; t0 + T ℄; x0 2 B(Æ; t0)oG"(T ) = agM"(T ) + bg :The assumptions on f and g imply that M" and G" are ontinuous. The last estimatein Corollary 3.1 gives (note that x0, being almost-periodi, is bounded)M"(T ) � kx0k1 + w(T )�Æ + "(1 + kx0k1)� :We now apply De�nition 2.4 with �(t) = "g(y"(t)) and � � 0. We obtain that theinequality ��x"(t0 + T ; t0; x0; z0)� x0(t0 + T )��� �(T )jx0 � x0(t0)j+ " supt2[t0;t0+T ℄ jg(y"(t))j (3:4)



478 M. Brokate et. al.holds for (x0; z0) 2 B(Æ; t0) � Z if Æ < Æ and "G"(T ) < ". If, moreover, "ag � 12 ,then, beause we an estimate the rightmost term in (3.4) by G"(T ), we an rearrange(3.4) to obtain the a priori estimateM"(T ) � 2�kx0k1 + k�k1Æ + bg2ag� =: M1 ; (3:5)provided (3:4) is valid. Now �x any T1 > 0, hoose "1 suh thatsupT2[0;T1℄"�"1 "G"(T ) � "1ag�kx0k1 + w(T )�Æ + "1(1 + kx0k1)��+ bg � "2 : (3:6)Set now "0 = min�"1; 12ag ; "2(agM1 + bg)� : (3:7)Then for every " < "0, we have supT�T1 "G"(T ) � "2 ; indeed it annot our that"2 < "G"(T ) � " due to (3.5) and (3.7), and "G"(T1) � "2 by (3.6). Thus, estimate(3.4) holds for all Æ < Æ, " < "0, x0 2 B(Æ; t0), z0 2 Z and t0 2 IR. If we now hoose T0large enough and make "0 smaller if neessary, we see thatSf;"t0;t0+T (B(Æ; t0)) � B(Æ; t0 + T )for all Æ < Æ, " < "0, t0 2 IR and T � T0. To derive the ontration property, de�neT� = maxfT0; T�; Tg :Let t0 2 IR, " < "1, Æ < Æ1, T � T� and (x0; z0); (x1; z1) 2 B(Æ; t0) � Z be given.(Estimate (3.3) is then a onsequene of (3.4).) We introdue the abbreviationsx0(t) = x"(t; t0; x0; z0)x1(t) = x"(t; t0; x1; z1)) and z0(t) = z"(t; t0; x0; z0)z1(t) = z"(t; t0; x1; z1)) :Then x00(t) = f(t; x0(t)) + �(t)x01(t) = f(t; x1(t)) + �(t)) with �(t) = " g(x0(t); z0(t))�(t) = " g(x1(t); z1(t)))holds for all t � t0. Corollary 3.1 impliesj�(t)� �(t)j � "�(T )�jx0 � x1j+ kz0 � z1kZ� (t 2 [t0; t0 + T ℄)for some funtion � : IR+ ! IR+. Sine f is onvergent near x0,��x0(t0 + T )� x1(t0 + T )��< �(T )jx0 � x1j+ �(T )"�jx0 � x1j+ kz0 � z1kZ� (3:8)holds if " � "3, where "3 is hosen suh that"3�(T )�jx0 � x1j+ kz0 � z1kZ� � " :



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 479To derive a orresponding estimate for kz0(t0 + T )� z1(t0 + T )kZ , we use Property(N2) as follows. We �rst laim thatq�ost0;t0+T (Lx"( � ; t0; x0; z0))� � q� + ("; Æ) ;where  is a ertain funtion with lim";Æ!0 ("; Æ) = 0. Indeed, this follows from thelast estimate in Corollary 3.1 with x1 = x0(t0) (thus x(�; t0; x1) = x0), and from theontinuity of q. Next, the use of the triangle inequality as well as of properties (N1)and (N2) yieldsz0(t0 + T )� z1(t0 + T )Z� ujLj kx0(�)� x1(�)kt0;t0+T + (q� + ("; Æ))kz0 � z1kZ : (3:9)We now onlude from (3.8) and (3.9), using again the estimates of Corollary 3.1, thatthere exist onstants 1(T ); 2(T ); 3(T ) depending only upon T with��x0(t0 + T )� x1(t0 + T )�� � (q + "1(T ))jx0 � x1j+ "1(T )kz0 � z1kZ 3:10)z0(t0 + T )� z1(t0 + T )Z � 2(T )jx0 � x1j+ (q� + ("; Æ) + "3(T ))kz0 � z1kZ :An expliit inspetion of the harateristi equation of the matrixA";Æ = � q + "1(T ) "1(T )2(T ) q� + ("; Æ) + "3(T )� (3:11)shows that its spetral radius r(A";Æ) satis�esr(A";Æ) = maxfq; q�g+ �("; Æ); lim";Æ!0�("; Æ) = 0 :Now we hoose Æ� � Æ and "� � "0 small enough and a norm k � k� on IR2 suh thatkA";Æk� � q� holds for the assoiated operator norm if Æ � Æ� and " � "�. Note thatthis hoie may depend upon the spei� value of T . We de�ne the metri �� on IRd�Zby ���(x0; z0); (x1; z1)� = �jx0 � x1j; kz0 � z1kZ�� :Then estimates (3.10) and (3.11) show that����x0(t0 + T ); z0(t0 + T )�; �x1(t0 + T ); z1(t0 + T )�� � q����(x0; z0); (x1; z1)�:As the hoie of the initial values (x0; z0) and (x1; z1) was arbitrary within B(Æ�; t0)�Z,Proposition 3.1 is proved3.3 Completion of the proof. Before we ontinue with the proof of our main theorem,let us remark that the transition mapping has the semigroup propertySf;"t0;t2 = Sf;"t1;t2 Æ Sf;"t0;t1 (t0 � t1 � t2) : (3:12)Sine the family �[t0; z0℄ is autonomous, we have, setting fh(t; x) = f(t� h; x),Sfh;"t0+h;t+h = Sf;"t0;t (t0; h 2 IR; t � t0) : (3:13)From now on we assume that T � T� has a �xed value, and T�, Æ� and "� are hosenaording to Proposition 3.1.



480 M. Brokate et. al.Lemma 3.4. Let z� 2 Z be given. De�ne the funtions y"n = (x"n; z"n) : IR! IRd�Zby y"n(t) = Sf;"t�nT;t�x0(t� nT ); z��:Then these funtions are uniformly bounded, that is, fy"n(t) : t 2 IR; n 2 IN; " < "�g isbounded, and y"�(t) = limn!1 y"n(t) (3:14)exists uniformly in t 2 IR.Proof. Beause of Proposition 3.1 and the semigroup property (3.12), we havex"n(t) 2 B(Æ�; t), thus y"n is uniformly bounded by some onstant C sine x0 and Z arebounded. We laim that (y"n(t))n2IN is a Cauhy sequene. Indeed, for any m � n thereholds y"m(t) = Sf;"t�nT ;t�Sf;"t�mT;t�nT (x0(t�mT ); z�)� 2 B(Æ�; t)� Z ;so by Proposition 3.1 and the semigroup property (3.12)d�(y"n(t); y"m(t)) � qn� d��(x0(t� nT ); z�); Sf;"t�mT;t�nT (x0(t�mT ); z�)� � Cqn�for some onstant C, and the assertion followsLemma 3.5. For every " < "�, the funtion y"� is a solution of (1.2) - (1.3) in thesense of De�nition 2:1.Proof. Let t0 2 IR and t � t0 be arbitrary. It suÆes to prove thaty"�(t) = Sf;"t0;t(y"�(t0)) (3:15)holds. Let n 2 IN and hoose m � n suh that t�mT � t0 � nT . Setw(s) = Sf;"t�mT;s(x0(t�mT ); z�) (s � t�mT )w0(s) = Sf;"t0�mT;s(x0(t0 �mT ); z�) (s � t0 �mT )) :Then d��w(t0); w0(t0)� � qn� d��w(t0 � nT ); w0(t0 � nT )� � Cqn� : (3:16)Sine y"m(t) = w(t) = Sf;"t0;t(w(t0))y"m(t0) = w0(t0) ) ;the uniform ontinuity of Sf;"t0;t and (3.16) yieldlimm!1 d��y"m(t); Sf;"t0;t(y"m(t0))� = 0 ;from whih (3.15) readily follows



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 481Lemma 3.6. For every " < "�, the funtion y"� is almost-periodi.Proof. Let (hn) be a sequene of real numbers. By Bohner's riterion it suÆes toexhibit a subsequene (hnk) suh that the sequene (�hnky"�) of shifts of y"� is uniformlyonvergent as k!1. We introdue the notationfk(t; x) = f(t� hnk ; x) ; �k = �hnk ; x0k = �kx0 :Sine x0 is almost-periodi and every suh sequene (fk) is equiontinuous and boundedon every subset IR�B, B bounded, of IR� IRd, we an hoose a subsequene (hnk) suhthat x0k ! x̂ uniformly for some ontinuous bounded x̂ : IR! IRd and fk(t; x)! f̂(t; x)uniformly (on IR�B for every bounded B) for some funtion f̂ whih is again uniformlyontinuous in (t; x) and Lipshitz in x. We de�ne funtions ŷn(t) : IR! IRd � Z byŷn(t) = S f̂ ;"t�nT;t�x̂(t� nT ); z��:By virtue of (3.13) and Proposition 3.1, the mappingsSfk;"t0;t0+T : B(Æ�; t0)� Z ! B(Æ�; t0 + T )� Zare q�-ontrations for every t0 2 IR; as they onverge uniformly to S f̂ ;"t0;t0+T , the sameis true for the latter. Therefore, the proof of Lemma 3.4 also applies to prove that thelimit ŷ(t) = limn!1 ŷn(t)exists uniformly in t. We will show that yk = �ky"� onverges uniformly to ŷ; this willomplete the proof. Due to (3.13),(�ky"n)(t) = Sfk;"t�nT;t�x0k(t� nT ); z��:We thus haveŷ(t)� yk(t) = �ŷ(t)� ŷn(t)�+ ��k Æ (y"n � y"�)�(t)+ �S f̂ ;"t�nT ;t�x̂(t� nT ); z��� Sfk;"t�nT ;t�x0k(t� nT ); z���:If we hoose k and then n large enough, all three terms on the right-hand side of thelast equation beome smaller than any given � > 0, uniformly in t. Thus, yk onvergesuniformly to ŷReall that we have �xed T�, q�, Æ� and "� aording to Proposition 3.1. Let ushoose "0 > 0 suh that 2 C�"01� q� < Æ� ("0 < "�):De�ne also � = C�"01� q� :



482 M. Brokate et. al.Lemma 3.7. For " < "0 the solution y"� = (x"�; z"�) satis�es the estimatejx"�(t)� x0(t)j < � (t 2 IR) ; (3:17)it is �-uniformly stable and enjoys property (2.13). There is no other almost-periodisolution y = (x; z) of (1.2) - (1.3) whih satis�es the inequality jx"(�)� x0(�)j < � forsome � > 0.Proof. Let us �x t 2 IR and n 2 IN, and de�nedj = x"�t� djT ; t� nT; x0(t� nT ); z��� x0(t� djT ) (0 � j � n):Then dn = 0, and from (3.3) we onlude that dj � q�dj+1 + C�", thusjx"n(t)� x0(t)j � C�"1� q� :Passing to the limit n!1, we see thatjx"�(t)� x0(t)j � C�"1� q�holds by (3.14). Thus (3.17), and therefore also (2.13), follow. Sine � < Æ�, the �-uniform stability of y"� follows from the q�-ontration property of the transition mappingSf;"t0;t0+T over the set B(Æ�; t0) (see Proposition 3.1).It remains to prove the statement onerning uniqueness. Let y = (x; z) be analmost-periodi solution of (1.2) - (1.3) satisfying jx(�) � x0(�)j < � for some � 2IR. Then, in partiular, both x(�) and x"�(�) belong to B(Æ�; �) whih again impliesjx(t)� x"�(t)j ! 0 as t!1. That is, the di�erene r(t) = x(t)� x"�(t) tends to zero ast!1; being the di�erene of two a lmost-periodi funtions, it is again almost-periodiand thus identially zero. The lemma is ompletely provedThe theorem is proved by Lemmas 3.5 - 3.7.4. Appliations4.1 Global stability. We �rst disuss an appliation onerning the existene of aglobally stable (that is, �-uniformly stable for eah � > 0) almost-periodi solution. Weonsider the speial ase f(t; x) = Ax+ bF (t; Tx)of (1.1), where A 2 IRd;d, b;  2 IRd, and the funtion F : IR�IR! IR is almost-periodiin t. (Here and in the following, T denotes the transpose of a vetor respetively amatrix.) This equation arises for example in ontrol theory when we use a nonlinearfeedbak u = F (t; y) for the SISO (single input - single output) ontrol system x0 =Ax+ bu, y = Tx (see, e.g., [10℄).



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 483The perturbed system (1.2) - (1.3) now reads asx0 = Ax+ bF (t; Tx) + "g(x; z(t)) (4:1)z(t) = (�[t0; z(t0)℄Lx)(t): (4:2)Suppose that A is a stable matrix whih satis�es�FkGk < 1 ; (4:3)where �F is a Lipshitz onstant for F in y, andkGk = max�1<!<1 jG(i!)j = max�1<!<1 jT (i!I �A)�1bj (4:4)denotes the operator norm of the transfer funtion G of the linear system (A; b; T ) inthe frequeny domain. (In equation (4.4) above, i = p�1, and I denotes the identitymatrix in IRd;d.) Under these onditions the unperturbed equation (1.1) has a uniquealmost-periodi solution x0 : IR! IRd whih is globally asymptotially stable [12℄.The following proposition shows that the same is true for the perturbed system (4.1)- (4.2).Proposition 4.1. Suppose that F is uniformly ontinuous and satis�es a globalLipshitz ondition with respet to y suh that (4.3) holds, suppose that g satis�es globalLipshitz onditions in x and z as well as the growth ondition (G). Let � be a normalfamily with threshold � > 0, and let inequality (2.12) be valid for the unique almost-periodi globally asymptotially stable solution x0 : IR! IRd of (1.1). Then there exists"0 > 0 suh that system (4.1) - (4.2) has, for every 0 < " < "0, a unique almost-periodisolution y" = (x"; z"). This solution is globally stable and enjoys the property (2.13).The proof of the proposition will be given after Lemma 4.3.Lemma 4.1. Let � > 0 suh that �kGk < 1. Then there exist positive numbersp; � and  suh that for all funtions r; � : [t0;1) ! IRd and � : [t0;1) ! IR whihsatisfy j�(t)j � �jT r(t)j for all t � t0, andr0(t) = Ar(t) + b�(t) + �(t) ;the estimate jr(t)j � �e�p(t�t0)jr(t0)j+  maxt0�s�t j�(s)jholds for all t � t0.Proof. By Yakubovih's proof of the Bonjorno-Kalman-Yakubovih irle riterion(see, for instane, [10: p. 124/Lemma 6℄) there exists a positive de�nite matrix P suhthat the di�erential inequalityddtkr(t)kP � ��0kr(t)kP + 0j�(t)jholds for a.e. t � t0; here krkP = prTPr and �0; 0 are some positive onstants. Theassertion of the lemma now follows from Gronwall's inequality



484 M. Brokate et. al.Corollary 4.1. The funtion f(t; x) = Ax+ bF (t; Tx) is onvergent near x0.Proof. By De�nition 2.4 it suÆes to show that there exists a bounded funtion� : IR+ ! IR+ with �(T ) � q < 1 for all T � T suh that, for all t > t0, t0 2 IR, theinequality��x(t; t0; x0; �(�))� x(t; t0; y0; �(�))�� � �(t� t0)jx0 � y0j+  maxt0�s�t j�(s)� �(s)jholds. Indeed, let some bounded funtions � = �(t) and � = �(t) be given. We applyLemma 4.1 with � = �F andr(t) = x�t; t0; x0; �(�))� x(t; t0; y0; �(�)��(t) = F �t; Tx(t; t0; x0; �(�))�� F �t; Tx(t; t0; y0; �(�))��(t) = �(s)� �(s) 9>=>;and onlude that the estimate��x(t; t0; x0; �(�))� x(t; t0; y0; �(�))�� � �e�p(t�t0)jx0 � y0j+  supt0�s�t j�(s)� �(s)jholds for all t0 2 IR; t > t0 and x0; y0 2 IRd. Thus we an de�ne �(s) = e�ps and theorollary is provedCorollary 4.1 enables us to apply our main theorem whih however does not yieldimmediately the global stability. To obtain the latter, we additionally need the followingmodi�ation of Lemma 4.1.Lemma 4.2. Let � > 0 suh that �kGk < 1, and let �0 > 0. Then there existpositive numbers p; �;  and " suh that for all funtions r; � : [t0;1) ! IRd and � :[t0;1)! IR whih satisfy j�(t)j � �jT r(t)jr0(t) = Ar(t) + b�(t) + �(t)j�(t)j � "jr(t)j+ �0 9>=>;for all t � t0 the estimate jr(t)j � �e�p(t�t0)jr(t0)j+ �0holds for all t � t0.Proof. This assertion also follows immediately from [10: p. 124/Lemma 6℄Lemma 4.3. For eah Æ > 0 and R > 0 there exists � > 0 and "1 > 0 suh thatthe inequality ��x"(t; t0; x0; z0)� x0(t)�� < Æholds for all t0 2 IR, jx0j < R, z0 2 Z, " < "1 and t > t0 + � .



Stable Almost-Periodi Osillations 485Proof. Let us de�ne r(t) = x"(t; t0; x0; z0)� x0(t) :Then r solves r0(t) = Ar(�) + b�(t) + �(t) ;where �(t) = F �t; Tx"(t; t0; x0; z0)�� F (t; Tx0(t))�(t) = "g�x"(t; t0; x0; z0); z"(t; t0; x0; z0)� ) :We have j�(t)j � �F jT r(t)j ;and, due to property (G),j�(t)j � "�agjx"(t)j+ bg� � "�agjr(t)j+ agkx0k1 + bg� :The assertion now follows from Lemma 4.2Proof of Proposition 4.1. By Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 1 we see that system(4.1) - (4.2) has, if " is suÆiently small, a unique almost-periodi solution y" = (x"; z")satisfying jx"(t) � x0(t)j < � for all t 2 IR whih is moreover �-uniformly stable forsmall enough � and enjoys property (2.11). Using Lemma 4.2 we now onlude thaty" atually is �-uniformly stable for arbitrarily large �. The global uniqueness followsfrom the fat that every other almost-periodi solution must satisfy (2.14)Other kinds of frequeny riteria [10℄ an be used in a similar way.4.2 Smooth systems. We now onsider a seond appliation of our main theorem.Let us return to the general system (1.2) - (1.3). Suppose that the funtion f is smoothand that the unperturbed equation (1.1) has an almost-periodi solution x0 = x0(t).Then we an onsider the linearization of the system (1.1) along the trajetory x0:w0 = A(t)w ; A(t) = �xf(t; x(t)) : (4:5)Proposition 4.2. Suppose that x0 : IR ! IRd is an almost-periodi solution ofequation (1.1). Suppose that the zero solution is the only solution of the linear equation(4:5) whih is bounded on (�1; 0), and that for eah almost-periodi funtion � : IR!IRd the equation w0 = A(t)w + �(t) has at least one bounded solution. Let g satisfy aloal Lipshitz ondition in x and z. Let the growth ondition (G) be satis�ed. Let �be a normal family with threshold � > 0 and assume that inequality (2.12) holds. Thenthere exist "0; � > 0 suh that system (1.2) - (1.3) has, for 0 < " < "0, a unique almost-periodi solution y" = (x"; z") satisfying jx"(t)� x0(t)j < � for all t 2 IR; this solutionis �-uniformly stable and enjoys property (2.13).Proof. By Theorem 1 it suÆes to show that the mapping f is onvergent nearx0. Note, �rst, that equation (4.5) is asymptotially stable beause the trivial solutionis the only solution of (4.5) bounded on (�1; 0). Further, this stability is exponential,



486 M. Brokate et. al.beause for eah almost-periodi � equation (4.5) has at least one bounded solution (see[8: Theorems 2.3 and 3.2℄). Considering [8: Theorem 11.1℄ we obtain the estimatejr(t)j � �e��(t�t0)jr(t0)j+  maxt0�s�t j�(s)� �(s)jwith r(t) = x�t; t0; x0; �(�)�� x�t; t0; y0; �(�)�for appropriate �; � and , ifjx0 � x0(t0)j; jy0 � x0(t0)j < Æj�(t)j; j�(t)j � ")and Æ; " are suÆiently small. Therefore, f is onvergent near x0We refer to [8℄ and the bibliography therein for the disussion of powerful methodsto prove the solvability of the equation w0 = A(t)w + �(t) and the uniqueness on thehalf-line (�1; 0) of the trivial solution of (4.5).4.3 Further extensions. We have proved in the paper that under some tehnialonditions, hysteresis perturbations of the ordinary di�erential equation x0 = f(t; x)have asymptotially stable almost-periodi solutions, provided that suh solutions existfor the unperturbed equation.Instead of the lass of all almost-periodi funtions, it is possible to onsider ertainimportant and interesting sublasses suh as� Limit periodi funtions, that is, almost-periodi funtions for whih the ratio ofany pair of Fourier exponents is rational with a given set of exponents (see [2: p.32℄).� Diagonal funtions of periodi funtions of several variables with a given set ofperiods (see [2: p. 36℄).There are natural extensions to Theorem 1 whih guarantee that the almost-periodisolutions belong to a partiular lass, provided that the right-hand side f belongs tothe same lass with respet to t.Referenes[1℄ Amerio, L. and G. Prouse: Almost-Periodi Funtions and Funtional Equations. NewYork: Van Nostrand 1971.[2℄ Besiovith, A. S.: Almost Periodi Funtions. London: Cambridge Univ. Press 1932.[3℄ Brokate, M. and A. V. Pokrovski��: Asymptotially stable periodi osillation in systemswith hysteresis nonlinearities. J. Di�. Equ. 150 (1998), 98 { 123.[4℄ Brokate, M. and J. Sprekels: Hysteresis and Phase Transitions. Berlin: Springer-Verlag1996.
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